VGI WG Subgroup C
2/13 Call Notes

Action Items:
- Eric Martinot: submit 25-30 UCs to subgroup for analysis in every proposed framework
- Subgroup members: Test the framework with the UCs that Eric submits for review before the next call; post to OneDrive

Resolutions:
- Add Karim’s 0-9 Categories to Subgroup Leader’s Framework
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Additional Topics of Discussion:
- Review of Policy Evaluation Frameworks
  - **Framework Fields**: Category, Lead, Support, Timeframe, Action
  - **Questions**: What does success look like?, Metric(s) - how to measure success? Relevant Use Cases, Barriers to Implementation/Adoption, Existing Relevant Policy Forums and/or Decisions
- Review of Karim Farhat’s Framework
  - Three qualifications for actions:
    - Future cases; UC yet to be deployed; limited to policy recommendations
  - 9 buckets based on how far the UC made it through the screening/scoring process
    - Within categories 1-9 there can be subdivisions, but those subdivisions should use existing terminology from previous groups
    - Category 0 and 9 most relevant for future facing policy
● Evaluation of Frameworks
  ○ Success Metrics
    ○ Jackie Piero - Successes and measurements in leader's framework are clearly defined, but problem statements need to be clearly defined
      ■ Quality of solutions / success metrics are important; Implementation and use of actions are the ultimate metric of successful use case action
      ■ EB - there may be secondary metrics of success that go beyond the initial objects here
      ■ Naor - What is the Goal? Beyond action, what do we want to achieve
        ● JP - # or cars, accounts or kWh are directed towards EVs?
        ● ND - the amount of load participating is a good metric
  ○ Correlation with past Subgroup Efforts
    ○ KF - we have spent a lot of time developing clarity and specificity around policy and VGI categories, let's move forward with a robust and coherent framework so as not to go back on months of work
    ○ EB - the previous proposed framework buckets were based off of discussions in Subgroup B
      ■ Many linkages in the first framework to what has been done in previous subgroups
    ○ Peter K - leader's buckets compliment actionable categories outlined at last meeting
  ○ Subgroup C Scope
    ○ Eric M - In ref to question a “How can value be captured” portion of question is still relevant to subgroup C
      ■ Karim's Cat. 0 is full of high value UCs that have value now that can be captured ; Cat. 0 is in the scope of Question A
    ○ EB - we shouldn’t limit policy discussion to UCs that don’t exist - enhancements to current UCs should be considered when it comes to policy recs
      ■ Ed Pike - UCs that can be enhanced now and UCs that aren't available now, or can't provide value as of now are all in the scope of this Subgroup
  ○ Value of Currently implemented VGI Use Cases
    ○ JP - We can’t ignore quick wins in the face of longer term ambitious projections on future use cases; roll out issues will continue if we can’t make recs about low hanging fruit
      ■ Need to include future cases in policy recs; implied that currently implementable cases/categories don’t need policy lifts
      ■ KF - we get quick wins by being as specific as possible about which UCs are affected by each policies
      ■ Dean Taylor - value in bottom up and top down approaches
        ● Eg - stackable policies for CAISO
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